Test-to-Treat Process

The diagram to the right is the proposed flow in accordance with the Paxlovid EUA this plan is modifiable to meet all requirements.

Confirmed from state no facility licensure is needed to dispense anti-viral Rx.

Need confirmation from state on any additional reporting mechanisms needed.

• RN Screens for symptoms, Ag + and symptomatic status
• RN initiates connection to Telehealth MD for health assessment, screens to eliminate any potential drug interactions and disease complications requiring additional medical management or rules out Paxlovid completely secondary to contraindications.
  • Eligible: TelehealthMD provides prescription in the on-site portal, RN labels individual packaging and provides to the client.
  • Not Eligible: Those not eligible due to contraindications will be referred to their primary care physician for management of any required labs and/or dosing adjustments. If patient has no primary care physician, advised to go to Urgent Care, ED or to MAB MARC.